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The Show MUST Go On!

The challenges of 2020 presented by the COVID-19 pandemic have
required agile and innovative responses from local entrepreneurs and
social entrepreneurs. This year’s finalists represent those entrepreneurs
that have survived and adapted to deliver steadfast support within
our communities in a distinct effort to lessen the economic and
social impact on our region.
The Spirit of the Entrepreneur Awards – now in its 18th year –
continues to grow due to phenomenal support from the community
and the recognition that entrepreneurs are a key driver of our region’s
economic success and survival.
Now more than ever, the men and women who take risks, launch
innovative ventures, create new jobs and often dramatically
transform the way we thrive will be celebrated and
recognized with this new televised format.
Despite the challenges, against all odds
the spirit of the entrepreneur will prevail!
Enjoy the program
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A

distinct feature of the Spirit Awards program
is the students that study at Cal State San
Bernardino’s globally recognized School of
Entrepreneurship program will present a 90-second
business startup pitch as the finale to the 2020
Garner Holt Student Fast Pitch Competition.
The top candidate will receive the $4,000 cash prize
and potentially much more – some prior winners
have received investment capital from members
of the audience!
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BEHIND THE
SCENES
Delivering the 2020 Spirit of the Entrepreneur Awards program in this new format has certainly been
an adventure! This is the first time in the history of the program that the awards will be showcased in
a televised presentation due to the Coronavirus pandemic. Join us in taking a look at the behind-thescenes process that brings our first televised broadcast direct to the community!

CASTING CALL
Preparations and planning for the 2020 Spirit of the
Entrepreneur starts at the beginning of each year and
is developed throughout until show date.
The call for nominations was very distinct for 2020 as
we aimed to seek champions for the COVID Hero and
COVID Innovator Entrepreneur Award categories in order
to recognize those top entrepreneurs that have survived,
thrived, and played a key role in helping the community
adapt and overcome the coronavirus pandemic through
their direct efforts.
Drawn from nearly 200 nominations and determined
by an external panel of judges representing past Spirit
Award recipients our finalists for 2020 were chosen-our
cast was called!

FILMING DAY
At the start of production, held at our unique filming
location - The Fox Theater Pomona, our certified COVID
safety sheriffs readied the location with sanitization stations
throughout, posted public notices at every turn and social
distanced site mapping to ensure a safe and healthy film
set environment. Everyone that arrived on location that
day had their temperatures checked and reviewed a list
of requirements for compliance to maintain the safety
of all involved.
Scheduled throughout the day various Spirit cast members
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arrived according to their stage call times, dressed in blacktie attire and ready to deliver. Excitement was running high
once cameras started rolling! Dr. Michael Stull, along with
Co-Producer Stacey Allis, kicked off the scene as the hosts
of the show. Immediately following, the Garner Holt Student
Fast Pitch Competition was conducted on camera, with a
panel of judges on-site to determine the winning student
pitch that would claim the $4,000 first place cash prize.
As finalists, student fast pitchers, presenters, sponsors and
staff flowed in and out there was a bouquet of refreshments
served in The Fox Theater Pomona’s courtyard area. All of
the finalists upon entry had the opportunity to walk the red
carpet and be photographed in all their splendor. The unique
Green Room Cocktail Lounge was made available for cast
members to relax in preparation for their stage call times.
In the afternoon, our Mistress of Ceremonies, Janice Bryant
Howroyd arrived on location along with her team. She was
escorted to her private dressing room to prepare for her
starring role in the production. As expected, she brought
a high level of inspiration! As a seasoned entrepreneur
and sought after motivational speaker, Janice brought a
delightfully powerful stage presence to set that day!
To conclude the production, we cleared the set for our
special entertainment! The stage scene was rotated in a
180-degree perspective, the load-in of instruments and
equipment commenced, and then shortly after sound check
– VINTAGE TROUBLE was ready to rock n’ roll! They skillfully
rocked the house with their delivery of two powerful songs the final scenes captured that day!

LIVE MUSIC BY...

MEET THE MISTRESS!

JANICE BRYANT
HOWROYD
Meet the Mistress of Ceremonies of the 2020 Spirit of
the Entrepreneur Awards! That’s right, Janice Bryant
Howroyd graces the stage and delivers with her
inspirational and effervescent presence in
celebrating our local entrepreneurs!
Janice Bryant Howroyd hardly needs any introduction, as her
name and impeccable reputation as a savvy, self-made, first black
woman to own and operate a billion‐dollar company - entrepreneur
extraordinaire has been turning heads and influencing people since
the inception of The ActOne Group.
The ActOne Group is a global leader providing customized cutting
edge solutions in the human resources industry. The ActOne Group
is a multi‐billion dollar (USD) award-winning, international talent
and talent technology enterprise with multiple divisions that
each service unique areas of employment and provide talent
management solutions.

JANICE BRYANT HOWROYD
Founder and CEO of the ActOne Group
walks the quiet red carpet at the Spirit of
the Entrepreneur Awards film set held at
The Fox Theater Pomona in October 2020.

Beyond business Janice invests herself as an educator, ambassador,
author, and mentor. In 2014, Mrs. Howroyd was recognized by Black
Enterprise as the first black woman to own and operate a billion‐
dollar company. In 2013, she was appointed a USA Ambassador
of Energy at the White House. In May of 2016 she received a key
Presidential appointment by President Barack Obama as a member
of the President’s Board of Advisors on Historically Black Colleges
and Universities. In 2017, Howroyd was appointed to the Federal
Communications Commission’s Advisory Committee on Diversity
and Digital Empowerment (ACDDE).
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FILM WRAP

It’s bad luck not to celebrate a long yet
successful day of shooting without a proper
film wrap! To close out the day and give thanks
to the hard-working cast and crew, we served
up a very special treat…

FILM WRAP
A long day of filming deserves a proper ending!
From 9:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. the 2020 Spirit of the
Entrepreneur awards filming day hosted approximately
60 persons, staged throughout the day so that safety and
proximity was maintained within this controlled environment.
That evening, after Vintage Trouble delivered their stellar
performance for the camera, they rotated their equipment
and continued to play into the night - a socially distanced
live private concert for The Fox Theater Pomona and
Spirit cast members, finalists, judges, sponsors and crew!
Set catering was provided and guests delighted in this
rare treat of live music from very talented musicians.
This was the perfect “show close” to a day of celebration
and inspiration. Sponsors appreciated the opportunity
to meet this year’s COVID Hero and COVID Innovator
finalists. Finalists had a chance to be celebrated live
and in-person for all the extraordinary efforts they have
championed for the benefit of our communities during
one of the most challenging years ever in the modern era.
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All in all, the 2020 Spirit of the Entrepreneur production
effort was a great success! In keeping with the show
theme, against all odds, the Spirit of the Entrepreneur
will prevail! We took that to heart, finding a unique way
to celebrate and support those entrepreneurs that make
a true difference within our region. The delivery of the
program might be different, but the spirit continues on!

LIVE MUSIC BY...

MEET THE TALENT!

VINTAGE TROUBLE
The featured entertainment for the
2020 Spirit of the Entrepreneur Awards
is one of rock n’ roll’s best kept secrets –
the Los Angeles-based quartet, Vintage Trouble,
presented by City National Bank. They have appeared
in more than 3,000 shows across 30 countries.

VINTAGE TROUBLE
The quartet—from left to right: Richard Danielson
[drums], Rick Barrio Dill [bass], Ty Taylor [vocals],
and Nalle Colt [guitar]. vintagetrouble.com

Vintage Trouble blends swaggering rock, soulful blues grooves,
and pop ambition in a bold and brash brew of infectious
music. The quartet—Ty Taylor [vocals], Nalle Colt [guitar], Rick
Barrio Dill [bass], and Richard Danielson [drums] - have been
on tour with music industry legends such as The Who, The
Rolling Stones, AC/DC, Lenny Kravitz, and Bon Jovi, to name
a few. Along the way, they also performed on Later… with
Jools Holland, Jimmy Kimmel LIVE!, Conan, The View, and The
Tonight Show (four times in one year!) in addition to receiving
acclaim from New York Times, NPR, The Wall Street Journal,
Billboard, Rolling Stone, and more. All with a trio of albums
under their collective belt!
“They bring immense talent and spirit you can feel right through
the screen”, says Stacey Allis, Co-Producer of the Spirit of the
Entrepreneur Awards. “We are more than delighted to support
local talent as they certainly know how to deliver inspiration!”
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City National® congratulates The 2020 Spiri
proudly supports The Inland Empire Cente
at Cal State San Bernardino

Cary Wanner | SVP, Market Manager | (909) 481-2468

Discover The way up® at CNB.com.

City National Bank Member FDIC. City National Bank is a subsidiary of Royal Bank of Canada. ©2020 City National Ban
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COVID
Angel
Honoree
EUGENE WEEMS

Founder of

Vibrant Green for
Vibrant Peace
This year the judges felt that there was an individual
that exemplified the true Spirit of the Entrepreneur
with his direct efforts throughout the Inland Empire!
In 2013, Vibrant Green for Vibrant Peace (VG4VP) was created by social
entrepreneur Eugene Weems for two separate but interconnected reasons:
First, to alleviate human suffering in the face of emergencies to all people
affected by disaster across the country. The organization strives to provide
relief to those who are in need of basic necessities, counseling or guidance.
Secondly, to help reduce the effects of crime, gang activity, and recidivism
by positively impacting the lives of at-risk youth and troubled adults by
implementing a set of strategies and tactics designed to correct the
criminal lifestyle and mentality.
The Spirit of the Entrepreneur judges felt that Eugene should be specially
recognized for his exceptional dedication and commitment to serving the
homeless and underprivileged during this pandemic. He and his volunteers
collected essential food and toiletry items and then he, along with these
volunteers, personally walked door-to-door to distribute these “Bags of Hope.”
He is a prime example of the difference one person can make as a social
entrepreneur in this global battle against COVID! We want to thank Eugene
Weems for his heroic and tireless efforts in distributing goods to families in
dire need during this pandemic - our region needs more service-minded
“Angel” individuals such as Eugene who provide fearless outreach efforts!
S PIRITAWARD SIE .COM

MARCH - AUGUST

Alan H. Lewis

Chair of the Judging Panel

Terrance L. Stone is Founder, President and
CEO of Young Visionaries Youth Leadership
Academy of San Bernardino, an innovative
nonprofit organization that provides services
for at-risk youth emphasizing education,
empowerment and engagement. As a social
entrepreneur, Terrance has dedicated himself
to changing the lives of young people in
the community. His organization has served
more than 35,000 youth through a variety
of programs, opened the only runaway and
homeless youth-shelter in San Bernardino.
As CEO of Stone Consultants, he is a sought
after international expert in the area of gang
intervention and is an active member of the
community, serving on a multitude of boards
and committees that are helping change the
fabric of the Inland Empire region.

NOMINATION PHASE
Nominations are accepted
from the public, including selfnominations and nominations
from customers, service
providers, banks, economic
development agencies and
chambers of commerce.

AUGUST

EVALUATION PHASE
All nominees are evaluated to
ensure eligibility requirements
are met.

Mike Fox

Award Recipient, 2017

2020 JUDGES

THE
JUDGING
PROCESS

Now the longest tenured Spirit Awards
judge with 18 years of service, Al
Lewis enjoyed a successful career at
organizations such as Warner-Lambert,
Hunt-Wesson Foods, and the Knudsen
Corporation before successfully launching
and growing firms in the advertising and
information technology fields. He then
served as Assistant Dean for External
Affairs and as an adjunct professor of
entrepreneurship at the A. Gary Anderson
Graduate School of Management, at the
University of California, Riverside. While
a faculty member, Mr. Lewis was voted
“Outstanding Faculty of the Year” by the
Anderson School student body for six
of the eight years of his tenure at UCR.
Currently Mr. Lewis sits in an advisory
capacity on various company boards, and
on occasion serves as an entrepreneurial
coach to new venture management.

Terrance Stone

Award Recipient, 2013

Mike Fox is a former Los Angeles
Dodgers executive and an entrepreneur
who has built Fox Transportation into
a national logistics company which
provides pharmaceutical product to
8,000 pharmacies and hospitals in 10
states every day. Mike was a Dodgers
marketing executive and part of a front
office team whose unique approach
helped the Dodgers become the first MLB
franchise to reach three million in fan
attendance in a single season, a milestone
few owners believed was possible at
the time. Mike left the Dodgers in 1988
to join Fox Transportation, the family
business founded two years earlier by
his father. Based in Rancho Cucamonga,
Fox Transportation has grown into a
national logistics company. Under Mike’s
leadership, the company has more than
800 employees and operates in 12 states,
making two million deliveries annually.
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Karen Mason is the owner of United
Transmission Exchange of San Bernardino.
The company thrives due to its focus on
providing superior product quality and
outstanding customer service, while maintaining
an organizational culture that focuses on high
moral standards. UTE remanufactures Allison
automatic transmissions for heavy duty on
highway vehicles, serving as the largest facility
of its kind in California with over three acres
and a 42,000 square foot building.

SEPTEMBER

FINALIST PHASE
Nominees meet with the Judging
Panel at a private reception hosted
by the Spirit Awards. The Judging
Panel selects the finalists. The
award recipients are selected
during a closed-door judging
session immediately following
the reception, but not announced
until the night of the event.

NOVEMBER

AWARD RECIPIENTS
ANNOUNCED
All finalists are honored at the
Spirit Awards black-tie gala event
or a televised broadcast and the
award recipients are announced
in each category.

Karen Mason

Award Recipient, 2019
Based in Chino, Foddrill Construction Corporation
is an industry leader in the installation and
maintenance of street lighting systems throughout
Southern California. Since 2003, the company,
founded and led by CEO Leonora Foddrill, has
provided customers such as Southern California
Edison and major cities in Southern California
with street lighting systems, decorative lighting
systems, LED Conversions, antenna poles,
walkway and park lighting and commercial and
industrial lighting systems. She was recognized
for her entrepreneurial leadership and innovation
with the General Entrepreneur Award at the 2016
Spirit of the Entrepreneur.

Dr. James Lally

Award Recipient, 2016

Award Recipient, 2016

Dr. James Lally is the Chief Medical Officer of
Health Service Alliance and General Partner of
Shot X. Prior to creating Health Service Alliance by
taking two primary care clinics and converting them
into Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs),
he led a group of local physicians who took over
ownership and operations of Chino Valley Medical
Center (CVMC) in 2001. Under his leadership
CVMC was transformed into an award-winning
organization that provides exceptional emergency
services, residency programs, and the latest
technology including the DaVinci robot surgery unit.
Dr. Lally is a hands-on leader that always creates
an environment that fosters innovation and an
atmosphere where every employee is valued.

At age 16, Chris Ma started handling importing/
exporting with his father. His first job was setting
up corrugated cardboard importing from the
USA to Taiwan. He entered college at age 17,
graduated by 19 and immediately started working
for a LED sign manufacturer. Within 9 months,
he became the national sales manager. Between
1999 and 2003, he helped grow the business from
$1.5 million to $10 million in revenue. To continue
this substantial growth, he realized the need for
quicker lead times and better product options.
However, the company he was working for did
not want to change. As a result, Chris struck
out on his own to create Vantage LED, the fastest
growing U.S. based manufacturer of innovative
high quality LED signage & software.
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Leonora Foddrill

Chris Ma

Award Recipient, 2012

2020 Finalists
The 8 entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurs featured
in the 2020 Spirit of the Entrepreneur broadcast were
selected from nearly 200 nominees. They represent the
best of the Inland Empire COVID Hero and COVID Innovator
entrepreneurial efforts and have demonstrated risk taking,
creativity, innovation, determination and hard work to build
successful ventures. An inspiration to all of us, they embody
a unique mindset and spirit – the Spirit of the Entrepreneur!

COVID Hero Entrepreneur
Mary Barnett
Another Brilliant Idea, Inc. - Brilliant Mobile Messaging Corona

Another Brilliant Idea uses the power of mobile marketing to help drive customer
engagement. Founder Mary Barnett jumped in to help struggling restaurants by
providing services for free, increasing sales during the bleakest days of the pandemic.
Not content to stop there, she created a local chapter of the Front-Line Appreciation
Group (FLAG) to gather donations, which are used to pay local restaurants for food
orders delivered to employees in hospitals, nursing homes, and fire and police
departments. The program has helped local restaurants survive and supported front
line workers through a difficult time!

Lisa Wright
Inland SoCal United Way Rancho Cucamonga

Not surprisingly, the Inland SoCal United Way has been on front lines in addressing
the coronavirus pandemic. Under the leadership of Lisa Wright, over 200 employees
were shifted to remote operation in two days, never once pausing service delivery of
any of its critical programs. In order to address the dramatic increase in demand for
services, they quickly mobilized hundreds of volunteers while hiring and training more
resource specialists. Lastly, the firm launched two major programs, offering support to
small businesses affected by the pandemic and households at risk of eviction.

Patrick Ellis
Murrieta/Wildomar Chamber of Commerce Murrieta

Responding to the pandemic, the Murrieta/Wildomar Chamber of Commerce enacted
new programs and activities aimed at helping local businesses. Led by Patrick Ellis,
the chamber created an up-to-date list of operating hours for local grocery and
restaurant businesses, disseminated accurate information regarding programs offered
by entities such as the SBA, and reached out to all 800 chamber members to provide
personal assistance. Not stopping there, the chamber leveraged its resources and
partners to secure and distribute over 100,000 masks for medical professionals and
the greater community.
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COVID Hero Entrepreneur continued...
Bill Edwards
Victor Valley Rescue Mission Victorville

The Victor Valley Rescue Mission, led by Bill Edwards, was faced with the
incredible challenge of serving homeless population during the coronavirus
pandemic. The organization remained open, and expanded its services when
several local partner agencies chose to close. They scaled up to accommodate
a 50% daily increase in guests, and provided work space to employees from
other agencies. Edwards and his team also setup a drive through system for their
emergency food pantries, implemented a mobile shower outreach at 5 different
sites, and distributed 1,500 backpacks to the homeless community in their
greatest time of need.

BRING THE BUZZ!
/SpiritEntreAwards
/SpiritAwardsIE
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/SpiritAwardsIE
/SpiritEntre

Jennifer O’Farrell
Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Inland Empire Riverside

Led by Jennifer O’Farrell, Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Inland Empire pivoted to
provide 100% virtual mentoring, retraining all volunteers on appropriate ways to
connect with children remotely and hosting virtual events for matches. Creating
a new “Door Dash” program enabled mentors to drop off art therapy, science
projects, journals and groceries to support the needs of the mentee and their
family. The organization also raised additional funds and expanded its services
when others were cutting back, committing to serve youth after high school
graduation for the first time in their history.

2020 FINALISTS

COVID Innovator Entrepreneur

Vincent Garrett
C.H.A.N.T. Training Academy Rancho Cucamonga

Founded by Vincent and Gwen Garrett at the beginning of the pandemic. The
company helps organizations operate safely by offering education, training and
support for contact tracing, telemedicine, PPE procurement and COVID-19 testing
so that affected employees can return to work safely. The company has assisted
numerous firms, including a recent intervention that helped a company experiencing
the largest COVID-19 outbreak in California to address its issues and safely reopen
7 days later.

Eric Zwigart
RPP Products, Inc. Bloomington

Led by Eric Zwigart, RPP Products Inc. manufactures a full line of professionally
formulated oils and lubricants for the auto industry. In response to the pandemic,
the firm pivoted its oil production to hand sanitizer, supplying major chains such as
O’Reilly’s Auto Parts and Home Depot. While many companies had problems getting
bottles and caps, RPP was able to use its existing oil bottle to rapidly get sanitizer
to companies that desperately needed it. As a result, RPP was able to keep all of its
employees working, and hire an additional 40.

Zubin and Tenzing Carvalho
SoCal Face Shields for Frontline Workers Hemet

SoCal Face Shields for Frontline Workers was started
by teenagers Zubin and Tenzing Carvalho to make a
difference when the need for face masks was on the rise
and few companies were able to produce them. Using
just a 3D printing machine, $4000 in funding, and support
from numerous local school districts and schools, the
enterprising duo has been able to produce face masks, face shields, and even PPE! Their efforts have
resulted in the production of more than 15,000 face shields that have been donated to local medical clinics,
schools, and nursing homes.
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Congratulations
to all award winners and nominees

Proud sponsor of the
2020 Spirit of the Entrepreneur Awards

©2020, Forbes Media LLC. Used with permission.
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Thank You to Our 2020 Sponsors!

California State University
San Bernardino Presents,
a production of

Recognized as a Top 35 Global Program
for Fostering Entrepreneurship
The Inland Empire Center for Entrepreneurship (IECE) founded and presents the Spirit of the
Entrepreneur Awards. But the organization, based in the Jack H. Brown College of Business
and Public Administration at Cal State San Bernardino, does so much more to cultivate
innovation and entrepreneurship throughout the Inland Southern California region!

Why is IECE Unique?
IECE is a largely self-sustaining venture, run by entrepreneurial
faculty and staff. To fund its various programs and operations,
IECE has raised more than $36 million in grants, contracts, gifts
and sponsorships.
It is the only Center for Entrepreneurship in the Inland Empire,
and has provided assistance to more than 80,000 individuals
and entrepreneurs over the last 15 years, resulting in more than

3,000 new jobs created and nearly $200 million in economic
impact from investments in new ventures and expansion of
existing firms. It is a nationally recognized program, receiving
a wide variety of top tier awards over the years, including:
honored in 2017 by AACSB International as a Top 35 Global
Business School for Fostering Entrepreneurship; given the
prestigious National Excellence in Entrepreneurship Education
Award by the United States Association for Small Business and
Entrepreneurship (USASBE) in 2010; and top rankings from The
Princeton Review, Entrepreneur magazine and EntrePrep as one
of the leading entrepreneurship programs in the US.

STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

PROGRAMS & MENTORS

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY

Cultivating the entrepreneurial
passion, applying the discipline and
defining direction from experiential
learning and a real-world approach

Select programs cultivated at
IECE offer unique ways to get
involved and engage in applied
learning opportunities

We establish real connections
to the professional community
to enrich the growth of regional
entrepreneurship

Entre.CSUSB.edu | ThinkLikeAnOwner.org

WELCOME TO
A WORLD OF
OPPORTUNITY!
Supporting the efforts of more
than 80,000 aspiring entrepreneurs,
small business owners, and
students within the Inland Empire,
We are dedicated to the growth of
entrepreneurship both on campus
and in the community through our
major service segments...

WOMEN’S
BUSINESS
CENTERS
INLAND EMPIRE &
COACHELLA VALLEY

School of Entrepreneurship
•D
 EGREE-BASED PROGRAMS IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
(BA and MBA) Students learn what it takes to be a successful
entrepreneur through course work, innovative experiential
learning and engaging connective events and programs.
•M
 ASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP & INNOVATION (MSEI)
Designed to offer students with business, technical or other
non-business degrees a comprehensive education that prepares
them to launch entrepreneurial ventures or new business ventures
in large organizations.

What does IECE do?

IECE focuses on encouraging the development of entrepreneurial
ventures and fostering the entrepreneurial mindset through:
•T
 HE CATALYST BUSINESS ACCELERATOR
Student startups are supported and nurtured
with office space, mentoring and seed funding.
Overseen by our engaged Entrepreneur-inResidence, Steve Abbott who also provides
direct mentorship and coaching for students
developing their businesses.
•T
 HE GARNER HOLT STUDENT
FAST PITCH COMPETITION
Students with viable startup ideas are given
the opportunity to pitch their concept to local
angel and venture investors for the chance to
win cash prizes to further their startup ideas.
•T
 HE CSUSB INNOVATION CHALLENGE
CSUSB students, faculty and staff with viable
startup ideas are given the opportunity to
team up with multiple departments and
colleges to deliver their concept for the
chance to win $20,000 in cash prizes.
• THE UPSTARTERS DISCOVERY CAMP
High school students visit CSUSB to get
an in-depth preview of college life and the
fundamentals of entrepreneurship. Students
stay in campus housing and participate in a
full class schedule and engaging events with
local visiting entrepreneurs. A true glimpse
into the experiential learning environment!
•B
 USINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Where local entrepreneurs and small
business can gain assistance with business
consulting, training, workshops, programs
and mentoring services through the Small
Business Development Center (SBDC),
Women’s Business Center (WBC) programs.
• I NTERNATIONAL TRADE INITIATIVE
Through our newly established California
Small Business Export Program (STEP), local
Southern California businesses can gain
assistance in breaking into international
markets through export promotion
activities serving multiple sectors.
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Saluting the Spirit of the Entrepreneur

Congratulations!
to all of this year’s distinguished
nominees & winners.
For generations, our publications have been recognizing business excellence in the Inland Empire and
we’re proud to support Inland Empire Center for Entrepreneurship and congratulate all the nominees
and recipients of this year’s Spirit of the Entrepreneur awards.
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Recognizing the spirit of risk taking, innovation and leadership

